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CHOOSE A WORD FOR EACH CATEGORY BEFORE FILLING IN
THE STORY ON THE NEXT PAGES.
tennis brand_____________________________________________
adjective_____________________________________________
household item_____________________________________________
period of time_____________________________________________
color_____________________________________________
type of pasta_____________________________________________
amount of money________________________________________
number_____________________________________________
item of clothing_____________________________________________
number_____________________________________________
number_____________________________________________
name of fitness tracker/app____________________________________
verb ending in “ing”_______________________________________
tennis equipment_____________________________________________
name of favorite pro_____________________________________________
noun_____________________________________________
type of living environment________________________________
gross type of food___________________________________
period of time_____________________________________________
adjective_____________________________________________
animal_____________________________________________
cleaning product__________________________________
adjective__________________________________________
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been putting in _______________this thing around! I
(verb ending in “ing”)

wonder why I have so many ________________in my
(tennis equipment)

bag? Maybe I can get ___________________to sign
(name of favorite pro)

them and then I can make a __________________
(noun)

room in my______________________). Oh Wow! This
(type of living environment)

________________ must have been living in here
(gross type of food)

for _______________ it smells like a ______________
(period of time)

(adjective)

________________, I think I need to get some
(animal)

__________________ and give this
(cleaning product)

a _________________scrub!
(adjective)
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Hmm it’s been a little while since I’ve cleaned out my
______________bag, I wonder what ____________ kind
(tennis brand)

(adjective)

of things I might find in it. Ok here is my ____________
(household item)

I have been looking for this for _____________, so glad
(period of time)

I didn’t buy this online at ___________ ___________
(color)

(type of pasta)

discount store for that insane price of _____________!
(amount of money)

Ohhh I forgot that I left _________ _____________in
(number)

(item of clothing)

this bag,no wonder it weighed like ________ pounds!
(number)

Guess I can add an extra _________ calories to my
(number)

____________________ for all the extra work I’ve
(name of a fitness tracker/app)
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